Simply make music – the package with all the extras
More sounds. More effects. More possibilities.

MAGIX Music Makerer 15 Premium makes getting
started making music especially comfortable! The
Premium version offers additional extras which will
get you excited from the beginning.
Choose the extended package and get it all: more
sounds, more effects, more functions! Get started
without compromises and take advantage of all of
the functions! Find your own personal sound
completely without any prior knowledge.

Premium extras!
NEW! BeatBox 2 plus

More effects

NEW! 3,500 professional sounds

Start live acts

NEW! Make songs as a team

True sound design

NEW! Advanced studio functions

CD mastering, and much more

Make music – without compromises

With MAGIX Music Maker 15 Premium, you now have an exclusive all-around package to create songs that
will impress immediately! You can look forward to over 3,500 brand-new sounds that come directly from the
studios of internationally successful top producers – get started on your personal music project.
● Professional sound archive ● Studio effects ● Powerful extras

More sounds, more effects, more possibilities
Thousands of current audio building blocks and
effects from the studios of internationally successful
producers are waiting to be combined and
transformed however you want. Integrate your own
recordings or parts of your favorite MP3s. In a short
time, your own perfect songs will be ready – in CD
quality. And the best part is, it's all so simple that you
can get started right away.

NEW! The most direct way to becoming a pro
To make getting started as convenient and
comfortable as possible, only the most important
sections will be displayed, making the basic
principles immediately clear for beginners. And
thanks to the new Infobox, you can always learn
something along the way. Additional video crash
courses can be played directly in the program. The
advantage: now everyone can make music
completely without any prior knowledge – and learn
more about the details as time goes by.

NEW! The sound archive
MAGIX Music Maker 15 Premium provides a
massive package of sounds: rock, pop, dance, hiphop, disco house, techno, chillout, and ambient, plus
other special audio material like latin, film music,
minimal electro, and much more! Over 3,500
professional sounds offer the ideal basis for your
own audio experiments: different musical styles can
be easily combined to create something new. The
tempo adjusts itself automatically – you'll never be
out of sync with the rhythm.

Instruments
Get ready for ultra-realistic instruments which seem
just like the real thing on your PC. The practical MIDI
editor lets you easily write in your melody ideas.
You'll also receive more exciting synthesizers like
LiViD, your own personal virtual drummer.

NEW! BeatBox 2 plus
The new Plus version of the popular BeatBox has
been developed even further – a flagship among
drum computers. Besides the completely new sound
engine, numerous options for sound shaping, and
high-quality effects, the Plus version of BeatBox 2
offers additional drum kits, full automation of all
parameters for exciting sound processes, and an
integrated effects section! Tweak your beats however
you want!

Effects, mixing, mastering
Use the integrated studio-quality effects to get the
most out of your song. Thanks to numerous
templates, you can quickly make professional
production sound your own.
Use the mixer to specify instrument volume for the
perfect harmony and produce the perfect mix.
Thanks to the integrated Mastering Suite, you'll be
able to create perfect sound like you know from
store-bought CDs: brilliant, pumping, and crystal
clear!

Record & remix
Of course, you can also mix your own recordings into
your songs, too. You can also expand your sound
archive with exactly the material that fits with your
style by adding your own recordings. No matter
whether you sing into the microphone, record
instruments, import MP3s, or import songs from
CDs, everything can easily be cut, remixed, edited,
and enriched with effects!

True sound design
Do you like experimenting with sound? Revolta 2 is
the perfect audio laboratory! The high-performance
analog synthesizer makes anything possible, from
core bass lines to cutting lead sounds to complex
sound patterns. Highlight your personal musical style
with brand-new sound developments. The video
crash course helps you get started right away without
any prior knowledge.

NEW! Live on stage
Live Performer helps you produce exciting songs in a
completely new way: Play any part of a song via
computer or MIDI keyboard and combine them in
new ways like a DJ - live and in real time! The new
timecode sync even makes it possible to connect two
PCs via MIDI and make songs together with friends
as a team! External hardware synthesizers and other
devices can also be synchronized; everything is on
beat with the rhythm. Discover a new kind of
producing style developed for clubs and stage
performances.

NEW! Publish directly
Your song is great, but nobody knows about it? Just
a single click is enough to publish your music on the
Internet! For example, you can upload your music
project to YouTubeTM directly from the program. Make
some noise, exchange with others, and meet other
fans of your style.

Online extras
Catooh – the Online Content Library is your online
sound archive. Whatever it is that you're looking for –
drum loops, instruments, vocals, or sound effects –
the program provides a direct connection to this giant
sound library and supports every one of your song
ideas with the right material.
And if you need a special tip, magix.info, the
Knowledge Community provides fast and direct
answers for all of your questions about producing
music: just write your question in the text window
and send it off online, and it won't be long until you
get the help you want.

Program interface

The advantages at a glance
For the best start...
MAGIX Music Maker offers the easiest start you can imagine!
NEW! Easy mode

show the most important elements when you want to

NEW! Infobox

learn about music while you produce it

NEW! Sound Vision

all of your sounds at a glance

Sounds & templates
Giant sound archive for every current style: rock & pop, hip-hop, electro, techno, house, and much more
NEW! Sound loops

over 3,500 current sound loops in every genre

Instrument presets

over 200 predefined sounds

Audio FX templates

over 100 effects presets for tracks, objects, instruments

Video effects

over 50 video effects presets

Instruments
You can look forward to a massive, high quality instrument collection which will always inspire you with new ideas.
PREMIUM! BeatBox 2 plus

NEW! industry standard drum computer
TM

PREMIUM! More Vital Instruments

instruments with ultra realistic sound characteristics
(guitar, drums, e-piano, Power Chords, e-bass, grand piano,
soundtrack percussion, e-guitar)

Vita

Sample player and Vital InstrumentsTM sound controller

PREMIUM! Revolta 2

Analog synthesizer with effects section, modulation matrix,
and over 100 presets

MIDI instruments

dynamically effective orchestral instrument sets

Additional groove machines

Robota, Drum&Bass Machine, LiViD

Atmos

for atmospheric nature and other background noises

Record & edit
MAGIX Music Maker combines recording and editing with professional tools with especially thorough user friendliness
Recording quality

up to 48 kHz, internal 32-bit editing – on 96 tracks

HQ timestretching algorithm

for minimum sound manipulation in real time

MAGIX Low Latency

minimum latency times, also for non ASIO-incapable sound
cards

PREMIUM! Elastic Audio

pitch correction and editing, including an intelligent
harmonizer

PREMIUM! MAGIX Music Editor 2.0

complete audio editing and CD mastering tool

MIDI editor

with classic piano roll, drum, event, and control editors

PREMIUM! MIDI step recording

NEW! input assistant – ideal for keyboard beginners

PREMIUM! Timecode sync

NEW! synchronize hardware & other PCs with Music Maker

Effects
MAGIX Music Maker offers genuine studio effects. The practical templates make sure that you'll get the best results
possible even without expert knowledge.
VariVerb

room, reverb, plate with extremely realistic room sound

Delay

mono delay, stereo delay, ping pong delay

Vintage Effects Suite

chorus, filter, flanger, analog delay, and distortion

BitMachine

sample and bit rate reduction

Compressor/Limiter

classical compressor and limiter

Equalizer

graphical 10-band EQ and parametric 4-band EQ

Vocoder

including sidechain input

PREMIUM! Mastering Suite 2.0

with ParaEQ, StereoFX, and multi-band compressor

PREMIUM! Amp simulation

with several amplifier models and speaker simulations

PREMIUM! Effects automation

volume, pan, filter, send effects, and much more

Video effects

with controller interface

PREMIUM! Am-Trak SE

NEW! analog vintage compressor for pumping sound

Live Performer
With the Live Performer, you can rearrange tracks during playback using keyboard keys or buttons. Preset song parts
can be triggered by pressing a key and combined in new ways – either live, or predefined in Sequencer mode.
PREMIUM! Song parts

assign up to 16 song parts individually

PREMIUM! Live mode

arrange and perform live

PREMIUM! Sequence mode

Determine the succession of song parts to transform them
into a new arrangement

PREMIUM! Live Pads

play back up to 16 individual samples at the press of a button
for your arrangement

PREMIUM! Flexible playback list

flexibly edit the song part playback list

Mix & remix
With the integrated mixing console you can keep an eye on all of your intruments, effects and settings.
Mixing console

multitrack mixer with integrated effects

AUX effects paths

2 send channels

Master FX

complete effects section for the master track

Remix Agent

remix tool for tempo analysis of songs

Harmony Agent

chord recognition and audio files display

PREMIUM! 5.1. Surround mixing

Mix in 5.1 Surround sound – including automations

Publish & more
Quickly and easily publish your songs worldwide – a single click makes your music accessible on the Internet.
NEW! Direct YouTubeTM upload

Upload songs directly from the program

Create podcasts

including RSS feed, distribution on podcast portals, and free
web space

magix.info

online knowledge portal for questions about music production,
technology, workshops, etc.

Import/Export
TM,

Import: WAV, AIFF, MP3, OGG Vorbis, WMA, QuickTime

MIDI, CD-A1, BMP, JPG, AVI, MXV, WMV

TM

Export: WAV, AIFF, MP3, OGG Vorbis, WMA, QuickTime
TM

RealMedia

, MIDI, CD-A, BMP, JPG, AVI, MXV, WMV,

Helix, MP3 Surround

PREMIUM! Interfaces: DirectX®, VST, ASIO, ReWire, MAGIX Low Latency

System requirements
For Microsoft® Windows® 2000 | XP | VistaTM
Minimum configuration:
PC with Intel® Pentium® or AMD® Athlon® from 1 GHz
Min. 512 MB RAM (1 GB recommended)
Free hard disk space: 3 GB
SVGA graphics card with min. 4 MB RAM, min. resolution 1024x768 at 16-bit high-color
16-bit sound card
DVD-ROM drive
Microsoft®-compatible mouse (mouse wheel recommended)
Optional:
Burn CDs/DVDs with CD/DVD±R(W) recorder
MP3 export with Windows Media Player 10, or higher
5.1 Surround sound in Microsoft® Windows® Media format / MP3 Surround with compatible decoder/receiver.
MP3 Surround export with encoder (fee-based, 20 free encodings included)
Video recording and output: Video for Windows or DirectShow® compatible video card, TV card, or graphics
card with video input
Access to and publication on www.magix.com and in MAGIX Online World only with Internet connection and
an up-to-date browser
Emails can be sent with standard email software Microsoft® OutlookTM or Microsoft® Outlook ExpressTM

Note: Artist rights and ancillary publisher copyrights are to be respected.

1)

Only non copy-protected audio CDs can be imported.

* Refers to the number of retail software products sold in Europe according to monthly analysis by Media
Control Germany (Basis: media control Panel) (PC/CD-ROM non-games Germany according to VUD
criteria); GfK charts Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Italy; Chart Track UK; NPD Data Charts PC/CDROM non-games US. January to August 2008.
** see www.magix.com
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